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Aims

The Thetford Healthy Town Programme aims to encourage more 

people to engage in physical activity and to eat more healthily

• Closely linked to the Government’s Change4Life campaign 

launched early in 2009 with the message, ‘eat well, move 

more, live longer.’

• To create an environment which facilitates and embeds 

healthy lifestyles into the rapidly growing and regenerating 

town of Thetford, through the provision of education, skills 

training, infrastructure provision and creation of a “healthy 

culture”.



How - Three Strands
Background Work: to enhance knowledge and understanding 

of health needs in Thetford and provide comprehensive 
marketing and communication campaign. Local evaluation 
(£130,000)

Primary Objective: embedding a healthy lifestyle culture in a 
rapidly growing town through infrastructure and policy work 
(£120,000)

Secondary Objective: a portfolio of discreet, relatively short 
term projects, to foster a culture of healthy lifestyle within 
existing communities (£490,000)

Programme Management (£160,000)



What went well…..
ü The ability to foster cooperation of various parties working 

together for a common goal. e.g. HONOR, Workplace Health, 
Health Trainers, MEND.

ü Networking and community involvement.

ü Participants are often prepared to contribute to projects even 
in areas of deprivation. This adds to ownership, increases 
participation and ultimately the sustainability of the project 
e.g. dance classes and Combat Bootcamp.

ü A cohesive approach and clear pathways enhance success. 

ü Greater success has been demonstrated with individuals who 
have been referred from one project to another. 

ü Project success has been greater with joint working e.g. Bike 
it scheme working closely with Recycle Bikes.

ü A comprehensive Marketing and Communication plan is vital 
to support the brand and enhance awareness. 



£141£492,3427766Total

£71£83,0001,167
META HEALTH 

(MIGRANT WORKER SUPPORT)

£20£35,0001,722ENHANCED GP HEALTH CHECKS

Other

£132£50,000380COMMUNITY SUPPORTED GROWING

£80£36,944460JOY OF FOOD

Food & Nutrition

£828£54,62666GREEN GYM

£286£6,00021HEALTHY LIFESTYLES

£108£2,37022CHAIR BASED EXERCISE

£104£14,300138GP EXERCISE REFERRAL

£93£70,000756GREEN VENTURE BIKE RECYCLING

£74£20,000269WALKING FOR HEALTH

£61£6,400105MILITARY FITNESS

£46£106,6672,315BIKE IT

£45£1,00022RUN IN THETFORD

£19£6,035323DANCE

Physical Activity

Cost per IndividualCost of project (2010)Total  Attendance

Project costs per individual 

Data only for projects monitored by PRS



Case Study: Tanya
35 year old Tanya was 19 stone and a size 24 
dress size when she started Combat Bootcamp.

Tanya joined Bootcamp to do something for 
herself: 

“People used to judge me before they even met 
me and I was sick of all the jibes.”

In 8 months of Bootcamp Tanya has lost 51/2

stone and is now a size 14 dress size.

The course has improved her levels of physical 
activity, mental wellbeing and diet: 

“I eat healthier as the course also educates us 
about nutrition, and as I am happier. My outlook 
in life is so much better!”



GP referred Shaun to Thetford Health 

Trainers at 43 stone. 

A Health Trainer provided support, advice 

and introduced Shaun to Thetford Healthy 

Town Projects.

Shaun first took part in a Joy of Food course, 

next he joined the Salsa group.

As well as enjoying the social aspect of this 

class he also attributes losing several stone 

in weight to the exercise which he got from it. 

Now lost 17 stone! 

“Since I have started my lifestyle 

change, apart from the weight loss, my 

blood pressure, cholesterol levels and 

sugar levels are all normal”

Case Study: Shaun



The Way Forward in Thetford

• NHS Norfolk have agreed to part fund a continuation of the 

programme for a further 12 months with match funding 

required from Breckland Council and Moving Thetford 

Forward. Key objectives:

Ø Building on successful marketing, communication and 

branding

Ø A greater level of understanding of outcomes through 

detailed evaluation of ongoing projects

Ø Potential to use healthy town concept to positively 

influence other areas of health such as smoking cessation

Ø Expanding to support rural areas and adjacent market 

towns to Thetford



Norfolk Healthy Towns and 

Communities

Vision 

To create and environment which embeds healthy 

lifestyles into communities through the provision of 

education and skills training, and supports the creation 

of a “healthy culture”.

NHS Norfolk have also agreed to part fund an 

expansion of the Healthy Town Programme to other 

locations within Norfolk, initially focussing on the areas 

of most need within Breckland.



Future Locations
Practice Data (2008-2009):

Attleborough – Higher than regional (East of England) average levels of 

hypertension, COPD and CHD

Dereham – Areas with higher than regional average levels of obesity and co-

morbidities and COPD

Watton – Higher than regional average levels of obesity and co-morbidities and 

COPD

National Child 

Measurement 

Programme Data 

(2009-10)

NCMP Data (2009-10)
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Funding Required

Total Cost of Breckland Healthy

Towns & Communities £120,000

NHS Contribution £ 60,000

Match Funding Required £ 60,000



And finally…
ü In the 3 Bike It Schools engaged from September 2009 the number of children 

cycling regularly (one or more times a week) rose from 15% to 39% across an 

academic year. 

ü Since September 2009 the number of walkers in Breckland signed up to the 

Walking for Health Scheme has risen from 465 to 1160.

ü The Community Cycle Surgery, set up by a ‘Bike It’ Champion working with children 

and those recovering from alcohol and drug abuse, now loans out 20 bikes to 

families. 

ü Over 75 Thetford Healthy Town community events have been held across 15 

months.

ü 5 volunteer football coaches gained coaching qualifications to run a Thetford 

Football club on Redcastle Furze Estate, and 2 Flagship Housing employees were 

trained to deliver chair-based dance classes with residents. 

ü Over 13 months 590 recycled bikes sold to Thetford residents alone.

ü On one day of the ‘Big Pedal’ Virtual Bike Race there were 105 pupils cycling plus 

95 parents, siblings and staff cycling to Bishop’s CEVA Primary School.



What participants have 

said……….



Any Questions?


